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The lord o
off the rings

A game o
off thrones

An epic depicting the Great War of the
Ring, a struggle between good and evil
in Middle-earth, following the odyssey
of Frodo the hobbit and his
companions on a quest to destroy the
Ring of Power.

The kingdom of the royal Stark family
faces its ultimate challenge in the onset
of a generation-long winter, the
poisonous plots of the rival Lannisters,
the emergence of the Neverborn
demons, and the arrival of barbarian
hordes.

by J. R. R. Tolkien

The popp
poppy
y war
by R. F. Kuang

An epic historical military fantasy
follows a war orphan as she attends an
elite military school in spite of her
lethal shaman skills making her aware
the existence of gods and the
imminence of war.

The priory o
off the orange tree
by Samantha Shannon

Queen Sabran fights off assassination
attempts to continue her ruling line
and is protected with forbidden magic
by a court outsider, while a secret
society works to prevent a dragon war

Upon a burning throne
by Ashok Banker

After the death of the emperor of the
Burnt Empire, the two young princes,
Adri and Shvate, must pass the test of
fire and sit upon the legendary burning
throne, which incinerates the
unworthy.

The v
vanished
anished queen
by Lisbeth Campbell

Joining a resistance group to overthrow
the king who successfully framed her
father for the queen's disappearance,
Anza finds unexpected support from
the kingdom's prince, who navigates
dangerous court politics to secure
freedom for their people.

by George R. R. Martin

The Dragonbone Chair
by Tad Williams

As the High King lies dying, war and
chaos are imminent for the peaceful
land of Osten Ard, and only a small
group, the League of the Scroll,
recognizes the true danger awaiting its
world.

The fifth season
by N. K Jemisin

The sole continent of the earth is
threatened by murder, betrayal, a
super-volcano and overlords who use
the planet's power as a weapon.

Mistborn: the final empire
by Brandon Sanderson

Experiencing an epiphany within the
most daunting prison of the monstrous
Lord Ruler who has enslaved his
people for a thousand years, half-Skaa
Kelsier finds himself taking on the
powers of a Mistborn in a desperate
plot to save the world.

Gardens o
off the moon
by Steven Erikson

When the last of the free cities of the
Malazan Empire is targeted by the
forces of the Empress Laseen,
Bridgeburner squad leader Sergeant
Whiskeyjack and the mage Tattersall
confront dark gods to protect the
citadel.
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The girl and the stars

Assassin
ssassin''s apprentic
apprentice
e

A young outcast must fight with
everything she has to survive
and discovers the power of her
differences when she is irresistibly
drawn from her family into an icy world
of mystery and danger.

Raised by a stableman and trained in
the arts of the assassin, bastard
nobleman's son Fitz realizes his magical
skills and finds a first test of manhood
in a band of raiders and a group of
murderous nobles.

by Mark Lawrence

by Robin Hobb

King o
off ashes

We ride the st
storm
orm

Years after four of the kings of North
and South Tembria betray an ancient
covenant and kill a fifth ruler, the slain
king's secret heir and another
mysterious orphan find their choices
determining the fate of their world.

In the midst of a burgeoning war, three
warriors—Princess Miko Ts’ai; assassin
Cassandra Marius; and Captain Rah e
Torin—chase their ambitions no matter
what the cost.

by Raymond E Feist

by Devin Madson

The queen o
off blood

The e
ey
ye o
off the world

by Sarah Beth Durst

by Robert Jordan

Daleina, a young student, joins forces
with a disgraced warrior, Ven, to
embark on an epic and treacherous
quest to save their realm from the
spirits that want to rid it of all human
life.

Five villagers, after The Two Rivers is
attacked by a savage tribe of half-men,
half-beasts, flee into a world they
barely imagined, in this start of a bestselling series.

Dea
Death
th''s mistress: sist
sister
er o
off
darkness

Black leopard, red wolf

by Terry Goodkind

Warrior woman Nicci leaves the
stabilized kingdom of Richard and
Kahlan to embark on new adventures,
including a job keeping an unworldly
prophet out of trouble.

Black sun

by Rebecca Roanhorse

Xiala, a disgraced Teek who can calm
waters or cause madness with her
song, arrives and disrupts the holy city
of Tova during the winter solstice.

by Marlon James

Hired to find a mysterious boy who
disappeared three years before,
Tracker joins a search party that follows
the trail through ancient cities and into
dense forests, and encounter creatures
intent on destroying them.

Gods in the Gre
Grey
y City
by Lenni A.

Ciro buys more than he bargained for
when he purchases a slave capable of
bypassing the brand on her magic. He
drags her on a journey with him to
learn her secrets, but his own may kill
them both.
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